When you stand back and take a fresh look at the exterior of your home, you'll notice that the roof is a significant element in its structure and design. The roof should not only provide excellent protection, but also enhance the architectural style. It should last for decades, increase the home's worth, boost its curb appeal, improve the energy efficiency and help protect the environment.

Can a roof really do all of that? Drexel Metals roofing systems can:

Terrain Metal vs. Non-Metal

Metal – non-prorated 35-year Gold Standard Warranty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Non-Metal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 yr</td>
<td>10 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 yr</td>
<td>10 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 yr</td>
<td>10 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 yr</td>
<td>10 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 yr</td>
<td>10 yr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beautiful Design Detail. From contemporary to classic, choose from a full array of colors and styles to harmonize with your climate or neighborhood aesthetic.

A Smart Investment. A roof can account for 40% of a home’s visual impact from the curb, which can attract potential buyers who should decide to sell.

Energy Efficient. Drexel Metals metal roofs reflect rather than absorb the sun’s heat energy. The less retained heat, along with its thin thermal mass, allows your metal roof to stay very凉 at night—which helps make a metal roof one of the most energy efficient roof systems available.

Environmentally Friendly. Verifiably green, Drexel Metals roofs include recycled content and are 100% recyclable when removed.

Outstanding Warranty Protection. Drexel Metals roof systems are backed by industry-leading warranties—further assurance you have made an excellent selection for your home.

Performance and Safety Standards

At Drexel Metals every product and every project begins with a focus on safety and performance. We strictly adhere to quality assurance standards to ensure our installed roofing systems meet or exceed local and national building code requirements. Our products are tested to withstand gale to hurricane-force winds, hail, fire, and wind-driven rain through independent testing and certification. For a complete list of testing and performance data, please visit www.drexelmetals.com.

Warranty Protection
Drexel Metals stands behind our products with industry-leading warranties, including a 35-Year Gold Standard Warranty that covers labor, adhesion, chalk and fade protection and is transferable from owner to owner for the period of the warranty.

For complete warranty information, including limitations, ask your contractor for a copy of the Drexel Metals roofing systems warranty.
Excellence Forged in Superb Quality and Craftsmanship

With nearly three decades of industry expertise, Drexel Metals has earned a reputation for producing roofing systems of exceptional quality, safety, energy efficiency, and performance. Our depth of experience combines with a passion for driving industry-redefining innovation, while maximizing cost efficiencies and sustainability.

Combining cutting-edge manufacturing with artisanal trades, we fuse traditional designs with modern practicalities to create roofing systems that address everyday needs - masterfully balancing beauty with functionality and strength. When you choose a Drexel Metals roof for your home, you can be assured of the highest standards of quality and value.

Striking Beauty, Superior Longevity

Drexel Metals residential roofs are the very definition of balancing durability and longevity built with superb craftsmanship for excellent value.

Exceptionally Long-Lasting. Metal roofs typically last two to three times longer than asphalt roofs, expected metal roof life is 40-40 years or more.

Metal - lasts about 40-40 years or more
Non-Metal - lasts about 20 years or more

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Warranty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>50yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>30yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>20yr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beautiful Design Detail. From contemporary to classic, choose from a full array of colors and styles to harmonize with any style or neighborhood aesthetic.

A Smart Investment. A roof can account for 40% of a home’s visual appeal from the curb, and help attract potential buyers should you choose to sell.

Energy Efficient. Drexel Metals metal roofs reflect rather than absorb the sun’s heat energy. The less heat absorbed, the better the roof performs, and also helps make a metal roof one of the most energy efficient roof systems available.

Environmentally Friendly. Virtually green, Drexel Metals roofs include recycled content and are 100% recyclable when removed.

Outstanding Warranty Protection. Drexel Metals roof systems are backed by industry-leading warranties – further assurance you have made an excellent selection for your home.

Greener Choices for a Healthier World

As a manufacturer and ENERGYSTAR® listed partner, Drexel Metals is committed to following best environmental practices, while helping our customers meet sustainable specifications and green incentives. We also collaborate with governing boards to help develop and promote energy-saving solutions.

Did You Know...

- When installed with solid sheathing, a metal roof can help reduce noise from rain, hail and other inclement weather as well;

- Metal roofs typically exhibit a lower weight than asphalt roofing, ranging from 30% to 70% lighter than traditional tiles or shakes.

- Metal roofing is a popular choice in areas with heavy snowfall. A metal roof can help prevent snow from building up and eliminating ice damming at the eaves that can cause water to back up and eventually leak into your home.

- Metal roofs are not affected by rust and corrosion of metal roofing materials can discontinue due to the extreme conditions they are exposed to.

- Drexel Metals metal roof systems carry a UL Class “A” fire rating for roof coverings which are evaluated for the ability to resist spread of fire from the attic, roof flame spreading and slow-generating burning embers.
Excellence Forged in Superb Quality and Craftsmanship

Unmatched Durability

The roof on your home is a major line of defense against the forces of nature, so it's important to give careful consideration when choosing the best roofing system. While a common choice is asphalt shingles, a metal roof is the premier product for strength, longevity and weather protection. Asphalt roofing – largely made of oil- and bitumen-based materials – is installed due to weather and the sun's ultraviolet rays. While simple and relatively low maintenance, asphalt roof tiles can fracture from freeze/thaw cycles.

Beautiful and strong, Drexel Metals metal roofs are precision-engineered to withstand decades of extreme weather such as high winds, heavy snow, hailstorms, and even wildfires. It will not deteriorate and is virtually maintenance-free.

Custom Beauty and Appeal

Our innovative color and finish options – from sleek and modern to charming and traditional. Our broad scope of profiles, styles and colors makes it easy to infuse your personal taste in designing your roof system.

Stull with best-in-class technology and color formulations, our high-performance metals and finishes expertly merge exceptional strength with impeccable style. Choose from steel, Galvalume® aluminum and copper, along with three resilient coating options: Trinar® (fluoropolymer), Siliconized Modified Polyester (SMP) and Drexelume® All are constructed with products proudly made in the USA and installed by local installers.

Future-Forward Value

While you can expect the metal cost of a metal roof to be higher than asphalt shingles, a metal roof will prove to be the smarter investment in the long run. Not only does a metal roof last two to three times longer than asphalt, it does not incur intermittent repair costs due to loss of shingles.

A metal roof can also increase the value of your home. A beautiful, durable, energy efficient roof that's virtually maintenance-free is an attractive amenity. In most cases, you can expect to recover up to 85% of the cost of your roof when it's time to sell. In some states, you can expect to recover up to 85% of the cost of your roof when it's time to sell. In some states, a Drexel Metals metal roof also may qualify for a discount on homeowners insurance. In addition, if you choose our Gold Standard Warranty, your warranty becomes transferrable to the next owner for the remaining years on homeowners insurance. In addition, if you choose our Gold Standard Warranty, your warranty becomes transferrable to the next owner for the remaining years.

Unmatched Durability

The roof on your home is a major line of defense against the forces of nature, so it's important to give careful consideration when choosing the best roofing system. While a common choice is asphalt shingles, a metal roof is the premier product for strength, longevity and weather protection. Asphalt roofing – largely made of oil- and bitumen-based materials – is installed due to weather and the sun's ultraviolet rays. While simple and relatively low maintenance, asphalt roof tiles can fracture from freeze/thaw cycles.

Beautiful and strong, Drexel Metals metal roofs are precision-engineered to withstand decades of extreme weather such as high winds, heavy snow, hailstorms, and even wildfires. It will not deteriorate and is virtually maintenance-free.

Custom Beauty and Appeal

Our innovative color and finish options – from sleek and modern to charming and traditional. Our broad scope of profiles, styles and colors makes it easy to infuse your personal taste in designing your roof system.

Stull with best-in-class technology and color formulations, our high-performance metals and finishes expertly merge exceptional strength with impeccable style. Choose from steel, Galvalume® aluminum and copper, along with three resilient coating options: Trinar® (fluoropolymer), Siliconized Modified Polyester (SMP) and Drexelume® All are constructed with products proudly made in the USA and installed by local installers.

Future-Forward Value

While you can expect the metal cost of a metal roof to be higher than asphalt shingles, a metal roof will prove to be the smarter investment in the long run. Not only does a metal roof last two to three times longer than asphalt, it does not incur intermittent repair costs due to loss of shingles.

A metal roof can also increase the value of your home. A beautiful, durable, energy efficient roof that's virtually maintenance-free is an attractive amenity. In most cases, you can expect to recover up to 85% of the cost of your roof when it's time to sell. In some states, you can expect to recover up to 85% of the cost of your roof when it's time to sell. In some states, a Drexel Metals metal roof also may qualify for a discount on homeowners insurance. In addition, if you choose our Gold Standard Warranty, your warranty becomes transferrable to the next owner for the remaining years on homeowners insurance. In addition, if you choose our Gold Standard Warranty, your warranty becomes transferrable to the next owner for the remaining years.

Greener Choices for a Healthier World

As a manufacturer and ENERGY STAR® listed partner, Drexel Metals is committed to following best environmental practices, while helping our customers meet sustainable specifications and green incentives. We also collaborate with governing boards to help develop and promote energy-saving solutions.

Did You Know...

• When installed with solid sheathing, a metal roof can help reduce noise from rain, and other incident weather as well as bird noise, than any other common material.

• The weight of a metal roof is not an issue for any home structure. On average metal roofing is 50% lighter than an asphalt shingle roof and 50% lighter than concrete tile. This means a lighter weight and easier installation.

• Metal roofing is a popular choice in areas with heavy snowfall. A metal roof will prevent snow from weighing down the roof, eliminating ice damming at the eaves that can cause water to back up and eventually leak into your home.

• Metal roofs are safer than most roofing materials in the event of a lightning strike. They are non-conductive and are therefore less at risk.

• Drexel Metals metal roof systems carry a UL class “A” fire rating for roof coverings which are evaluated for the ability to resist spread of fire into the attic, roof flue spreading and flame generating burning embers.
When you stand back and take a fresh look at the exterior of your home, you’ll notice that the roof is a significant element in its structure and design. The roof should not only provide excellent protection, but also enhance the architectural style. It should last for decades, increase the home’s worth, boost its curb appeal, improve the energy efficiency and help protect the environment.

Can a roof really do all of that? Drexel Metals roofing systems can:

**Striking Beauty, Superior Longevity**

Drexel Metals residential roofs are the very definition of beauty, durability and longevity, built with superb craftsmanship for excellent value.

**Exceptionally Long-Lasting**
Metal roofs typically have 3 to 4 times the life of asphalt roofs, expected metal roof life is 40-60 years or more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Metal</th>
<th>Metal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 yr</td>
<td>20 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 yr</td>
<td>30 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 yr</td>
<td>40 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 yr</td>
<td>50 yr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Beautiful Design Detail**
From contemporary to classic, choose from a full array of colors and styles to harmonize with any climate or neighborhood aesthetic.

**A Smart Investment**
A roof can account for 40% of a home’s visual impact from the curb. It can also attract potential buyers should you decide to sell.

**Energy Efficient**
Drexel Metals metal roofs reflect rather than absorb the sun’s heat energy. The less retained heat, along with its thin thermal mass, allows your metal roof to cool very quickly at night, which helps make a metal roof one of the most energy efficient roof systems available.

**Environmentally Friendly**
Verifiably green, Drexel Metals roof includes recycled content and are 100% recyclable when removed.

**Outstanding Warranty Protection**
Drexel Metals roof systems are backed by industry-leading warranties – further assurance you have made an excellent selection for your home.

**Performance and Safety Standards**

At Drexel Metals every product and every project begins with a focus on safety and performance. We strictly adhere to quality assurance standards to ensure our installed roofing systems meet or exceed local and national building code requirements. Our products are tested to withstand gale to hurricane-force winds, hail, fire, and wind-driven rain through independent testing and certification. For a complete list of testing and performance data, please visit www.drexelmetals.com.

**Warranty Protection**
Drexel Metals stands behind our products with industry-leading warranties, including a 35-Year Gold Standard Warranty that covers labor, adhesion, chalk and fade protection and is transferable from owner to owner for the period of the warranty.

For complete warranty information, including limitations, ask your contractor for a copy of the Drexel Metals roofing systems warranty.
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2 The national average of the cost recouped for renovation using standing-seam metal roofing is 85.9%, according to Remodeling magazine’s “2013 Cost vs. Value Report.”